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Youâ€™d think that in Scottsdale in Arizona, jewelry is the only thing wearable that is worthy of
committing to. Youâ€™d see Scottsdale residents wearing diamond rings, which they would buy then
sell and then buy something completely new again.

What you most likely overlooked is they also are carrying bags that are worth investing in. Like
diamonds rings, designer bags are something they can resell at almost a similar price or loan out to
jewelry financing. Several totes that arenâ€™t on the market anymore have even increased prices like
art pieces that make them better investment.

Here is a listing of bags which are worth investing in:

1. Chanel

Coco Chanel may have started as a dressmaker in France but she is prominent in just about all
aspects of ladies beauty items. She was the pioneer for little black dresses as well as noted for the
everlasting perfume No.5 de Chanel. But the Chanel Empire is as similarly popular for their bags.

The most popular Chanel handbag is what has been known as the 2.55. It has transformed into a
really common sight that no one can mistake it as anything rather than Chanel. Itâ€™s made of creased
leather and the ubiquitous carrying chain of matte-finish links.

2. Louis Vuitton

Possibly the most faked handbag in history, it goes to indicate the popularity of Louis Vuitton due to
the fact itâ€™s actually the most valuable high end product. Making the rounds with the pet name LV
due to its ever-present monogrammed initials, it spans different varieties of natural leather products,
from deluxe trunks to ready to wear to footwear to watches to, even, sunglasses.

A Louis Vuitton tote is easily noticeable due to its graphical symbols of quatrefoils, flowers and the
monogram LV. They were designed after Japanese and Oriental patterns from the late Victorian
times. The most famous LV bag is exactly what is termed the Speedy bag which has a doctorâ€™s
travelling bag look to it.

3. Hermes

Pronounced Air-mez, it had been established in France in 1837 by Thierry Hermes. The company
started as harnesses and bridles for carriages, which most likely explain the durability of Hermes
leather. Hermes is also well-known for their silks particularly scarves produced from raw Chinese
silk. These have been used by royalties and celebrities such as Queen Elizabeth for a 1956 British
postage stamp and Grace Kelly using it as a sling for her broken arm.

The most famous Hermes bag is the Kelly bag named after Grace Kelly. The story behind this is
that Grace Kelly used this specific Hermes bag as she tried to hide her pregnant tummy from the
press. Photos of this became popular and were made a cover on Life Magazine. One other popular
Hermes bag is the Birkin named after actress Jane Birkin when she complained that the Kelly bag
isnâ€™t very practical for daily use.

4. Gucci
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Gucci is as popular within the leather merchandise department as the scandals that rocked the
Gucci family throughout the years. As popular for being faked as LV, it had been, at some point,
owned by the Vuitton Company but has since been acquired back again by the original family. It
remains the biggest-selling Italian brand.

The green and red band of a Gucci tote is its trademark that was actually infringed by Macyâ€™s Diaper
Bags to the point of calling it Gucchi Goo. Their most well-known handbag is known as Jackie O
named after former First Lady Jackie Onassis. 

So seem stylish and a very good entrepreneur at the same time, buy a designer bag. Thatâ€™s what
Scottsdale ladies use their diamond rings.
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